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Abstract. Elections seem simple—aren’t they just about counting? But they have
a unique, challenging combination of security and privacy requirements. The
stakes are high; the context is adversarial; the electorate needs to be convinced
that the results are correct; and the secrecy of the ballot must be ensured. They
also have practical constraints: time is of the essence, and voting systems need to
be affordable and maintainable, as well as usable by voters, election officials, and
pollworkers. It is thus not surprising that voting is a rich research area spanning
theory, applied cryptography, practical systems analysis, usable security, and
statistics. Election integrity involves two key concepts: convincing evidence that
outcomes are correct and privacy, which amounts to convincing assurance that
there is no evidence about how any given person voted. These are obviously in
tension. We examine how current systems walk this tightrope.
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Introduction: What is the evidence?

It is not enough for an election to produce the correct outcome. The electorate must also
be convinced that the announced result reflects the will of the people. And for a rational
person to be convinced requires evidence.
Modern technology—computer and communications systems—is fragile and vulnerable to programming errors and undetectable manipulation. No current system that relies
on electronic technology alone to capture and tally votes can provide convincing evidence that election results are accurate without endangering or sacrificing the anonymity
of votes.1
Paper ballots, on the other hand, have some very helpful security properties: they are
readable (and countable, and re-countable) by humans; they are relatively durable; and
they are tamper-evident. Votes cast on paper can be counted using electronic technology;
then the accuracy of the count can be checked manually to ensure that the technology
functioned adequately well. Statistical methods allow the accuracy of the count to be
assessed by examining only a fraction of the ballots manually, often a very small fraction.
If there is also convincing evidence that the collection of ballots has been conserved (no
ballots added, lost, or modified) then this combination—voter-verifiable paper ballots,
a mechanized count, and a manual check of the accuracy of that count—can provide
convincing evidence that announced electoral outcomes are correct.
?
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Conversely, absent convincing evidence that the paper trail has been conserved, a
manual double-check of electronic results against the paper trail will not be convincing.
If the paper trail has been conserved adequately, then a full manual tally of the ballots
can correct the electronic count if the electronic count is incorrect.
These considerations have led many election integrity advocates to push for a voterverifiable paper audit trail (VVPAT2 ) in the absence of paper ballots.
In the 2016 US presidential election, about three quarters of Americans voted using
systems that generated voter-verifiable paper records. The aftermath of the election
proved that even if 100% of voters had used such systems, it would not have sufficed to
provide convincing evidence that the reported results are accurate.
– No state has laws or regulations to ensure that the paper trail is conserved adequately,
and that evidence to that effect is provided.
– No state had laws or regulations that ensured adequate manual scrutiny of the paper
to determine that the electronically-generated results were correct.
– Many states that have a paper trail also have laws that make it hard for anyone
to check the results using the paper trail—even candidates with war chests for
litigation. Not only can other candidates fight attempts to check the results, the states
themselves can fight such attempts. This treats the paper as a nuisance, rather than a
safeguard.
The bottom line is that the paper trail is not worth the paper it’s printed on. Clearly
this must change.
Other approaches like software independence and end-to-end verifiability offer tools
to improve electronic voting systems, but these methods have not been broadly applied.
1.1

Why so hard?

Several factors make it difficult to generate convincing evidence that reported results are
correct. The first is the trust model.
No one is trusted. In any significant election, voters, election officials, and equipment
used to vote cannot necessarily be trusted by anyone with a stake in the outcome. Voters,
operators, system designers, and external parties are also all potential adversaries.
The need for evidence Because officials and equipment may not be trustworthy,
elections should be evidence-based. Any observer should be able to verify the reported
results based on trustworthy evidence from the voting system. Many in-person voting
systems fail to provide sufficient evidence; and as we shall see Internet systems scarcely
provide any at all.
The secret ballot Perhaps the most distinctive element of elections is the secret ballot,
a critical safeguard that defends against vote selling and voter coercion. In practical
terms, voters should not be able to prove how they voted to anyone, even if they wish to
do so. This restricts the types of evidence that can be produced by the voting system. For
example, the voting system may not provide votes encrypted by the voter as evidence,
2
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because the voters may choose to reveal their selections and the randomness used during
encryption in response to bribery or coercion.
The challenge of voting is thus to use fragile technology to produce trustworthy,
convincing evidence of the correctness of the outcome while protecting voter privacy in
a world where no person or machine may be trusted. The resulting voting system and its
security features must also be usable by regular voters.
The aim of this paper is to explain the important requirements of secure elections
and the solutions already available from e-voting research, then to identify the most
important directions for research.
Prior to delving into our discussion, we need to make a distinction in terminology.
Pollsite voting systems are those in which voters record and cast ballots at predetermined
locations, often in public areas with strict monitoring. Remote voting refers to a system
where voters fill out ballots anywhere, and then send them to a central location to cast
them, either physically mailing them in the case of vote-by-mail, or sending them over
the Internet in the case of Internet voting.
Section 2 defines the requirements related to notions of election evidence, section 3
on privacy and voter authentication, and section 4 on more general usability, availability
and local regulatory requirements. Section 5 describes the cryptographic, statistical, and
engineering tools that have been developed for designing voting systems with verifiably
correct election outcomes. Section 6 concludes with the promise and problems associated
with Internet voting.

2

Secure Voting Requirements: Trust, Verifiability, and Evidence

For an election to be accepted as legitimate, the outcome should be convincing to all—
and in particular to the losers—leaving no valid grounds to challenge the outcome.
Whether elections are conducted by counting paper ballots by hand or using computer
technology, the possibility of error or fraud necessitates assurances of the accuracy of
the outcome.
It is clear that a naive introduction of computers into voting introduces the possibility
of wholesale and largely undetectable fraud. If we can’t detect it, how can we prevent it?
2.1

Risk Limiting Audits

Statistical post-election audits provide assurance that a reported outcome is correct, by
examining some or all of an audit trail consisting of durable, tamper-evident, voterverifiable records. Typically the audit trail consists of paper ballots.
The outcome of an election is the set of winners. An outcome is incorrect if it differs
from the set of winners output by a perfectly accurate manual tabulation of the audit
trail.
Definition 1. An audit of an election contest is a risk-limiting audit (RLA) with risk
limit α if it has the following two properties:
1. If the reported contest outcome under audit is incorrect, the probability that the
audit enables outcome correction is at least 1 − α.
2. The audit will not indicate a need to alter a reported outcome that is correct.

Together, these two properties imply that post-RLA, either the reported set of winners
is the set that a perfectly accurate hand count of the audit trail would show, or an event
which altered the election’s outcome has occurred and was not detected by the audit
(this event has probability no larger than bound α). RLAs amount to a limited form of
probabilistic error correction: by relying on the audit trail, they have a known minimum
probability of correcting the reported outcome if it is incorrect. They are not designed to
detect (or correct) an incorrectly-reported tally, only an incorrectly-reported outcome.
The following procedure is a trivial RLA: with probability 1 − α, perform a full
manual tally of the audit trail. Amend the outcome to match the set of winners the full
hand count shows if that set is different.
The art in constructing RLAs consists of maintaining the risk limit while performing
less work than a full hand count when the outcome is correct. Typically, this involves
framing the audit as a sequential test of the statistical hypothesis that the outcome is
incorrect. To reject that hypothesis is to conclude that the outcome is correct. RLAs
have been developed for majority contests, plurality contests, and vote-for-k contests
and complex social choice functions including D’Hondt—see below. RLAs have also
been devised to check more than one election contest simultaneously [84].
2.2 Software Independence
Rivest and Wack introduced a definition targeted specifically at detecting misbehavior in
computer-based elections:
Definition 2. [68] A voting system is software independent if an undetected change
or error in its software cannot cause an undetectable change or error in an election
outcome.
Software independence clearly expresses that it should not be necessary to trust
software to determine election outcomes, but it does not say what procedures or types of
evidence should be trusted instead. A system that is not software independent cannot
produce a convincing evidence trail, but neither can a paper-based system that does not
ensure that the paper trail is complete and intact, a cryptographic voting system that
relies on an invalid cryptographic assumption, or a system that relies on audit procedures
but lacks a means of assuring that those procedures are properly followed. We could
likewise demand independence of many other kinds of trust assumptions: hardware,
paper chain-of-custody, cryptographic setup, computational hardness, procedures, good
randomness generation etc.
Rivest and Wack also define a stronger form of the property that includes error
recovery:
Definition 3. [68] A voting system is strongly software independent if it is software
independent and a detected change or error in an election outcome (due to the software)
can be corrected without rerunning the election.
A strongly software-independent system can recover from software errors or bugs,
but that recovery in turn is generally based on some other trail of evidence.
Software independence can be viewed as a form of tamper-evident system: a material
software problem leaves a trace. Strongly software independent systems are resilient:
not only do material software problems leave a trace, the overall election system can
recover from those problems.

One mechanism to provide software independence is to record votes on a paper
record that provides physical evidence of voter’s intent, can be inspected by the voter
prior to casting the vote, and—if preserved intact—can later be manually audited to
verify the election outcome. Risk-limiting audits (see Section 5.2) can then achieve a
prespecified level of assurance that results are correct; machine assisted risk-limiting
audits [20], can help minimize the amount of labor required.
Open problems:
– How can systems handle errors in the event that elections don’t verify? Can they
recover?
2.3 End-to-end verifiability
The concern regarding fraud and desire for transparency has motivated the security and
crypto communities to develop another approach to voting system assurance: end-toend verifiability (E2E-V). An election that is end-to-end verifiable achieves software
independence together with the analagous notion of hardware independence as well as
independence from actions of election personnel and vendors. Rather than attempting
to verify thousands of lines of code or closely monitor all of the many processes in an
election, E2E-V focuses on providing a means to detect errors or fraud in the process of
voting and counting. The idea behind E2E-V is to enable voters themselves to monitor
the integrity of the election. This is challenging because total transparency is not possible
without undermining the secret ballot, hence the mechanisms to generate such evidence
have to be carefully designed.
Definition 4. (adapted from [14])
A voting system is end-to-end verifiable if it has the following three kinds of verifiability:
– Cast as intended: Voters can independently verify that their selections are correctly
recorded.
– Collected as cast: Voters can independently verify that the representation of their
vote is correctly collected in the tally.
– Tallied as collected: Anyone can verify that every well-formed, collected vote is
correctly included in the tally.
If verification relies on trusting entities, software, or hardware, the voter and/or auditor
should be able to choose them freely. Trusted procedures, if there are any, must be open
to meaningful observation by every voter.
Note that the above definition allows each voter to check that her vote is correctly
collected, thus ensuring that attempts to change or delete cast votes are detected. In
addition, it should also be possible to check the list of voters who cast ballots, to ensure
that votes are not added to the collection (i.e., to prevent ballot-box stuffing). This is
called eligibility verifiability [53,81].
2.4 Collection Accountability
In an E2E-V election protocol, voters can check whether their votes have been properly
counted, but if they discover a problem, there may not be adequate evidence to correct it.
An election system that is collection-accountable provides voters with evidence of any
failure to collect their votes.

Definition 5. An election system is collection accountable if any voter who detects that
her vote has not been collected has, as part of the vote-casting protocol, convincing
evidence that can be presented to an independent party to demonstrate that the vote has
not been collected.
Another form of evidence involves providing each voter with a code representing
her votes, such that knowledge of a correct code is evidence of casting a particular vote
[27]. Yet another mechanism is a suitable paper receipt. Forensic analysis may provide
evidence that this receipt was not forged by a voter [11,7].
Open problems:
– Can independently verifiable evidence be provided by the voting system for
incorrect ballot casting?
2.5 Dispute Resolution
While accountability helps secure the election process, it is not very useful if there is no
way to handle disputes. If a voter claims, on the basis of accountability checks provided
by a system, that something has gone wrong, there needs to be a mechanism to address
this. This is known as dispute resolution:
Definition 6. [46] A voting system is said to have dispute resolution if, when there is
a dispute between two participants regarding honest participation, a third party can
correctly resolve the dispute.
An alternative to dispute resolution is dispute freeness:
Definition 7. [50] A dispute free voting system has built-in prevention mechanisms that
eliminate disputes between the active participants; any third party can check whether an
active participant has cheated.
Open problems:
– Can effective dispute resolution for all classes of possible errors exist in a given
system?
– Are there other reasonable definitions and mechanisms for dispute resolution?
– Can a system offer complete dispute resolution capabilities in which every dispute
can be adjudicated using evidence produced by the election system?
2.6 From Verifiable to Verified
Constructing a voting system that creates sufficient evidence to reveal problems is not
enough on its own. That evidence must actually be used—and used appropriately—to
ensure the accuracy of election outcomes.
An election result may not be verified, even if it is generated by an end-to-end
verifiable voting system. For verification of the result, we need several further conditions
to be satisfied:
– Enough voters and observers must be sufficiently diligent in performing the appropriate checks.
– Random audits (including those initiated by voters) must be sufficiently extensive
and unpredictable that attempts at election manipulation have a high chance of being
detected.

– If checks fail, this must be reported to the authorities who, in turn, must take
appropriate action.
These issues involve complex human factors, including voters’ incentives to participate
in verification. Little work has been done on this aspect of the problem.
An E2E-V system might give an individual voter assurance that her vote has not
been tampered with if that voter performs certain checks. However, sufficiently many
voters must do this in order to provide evidence that the election outcome as a whole is
correct. Combining risk-limiting audits with E2E-V systems can provide a valuable layer
of protection in the case that an insufficient number of voters participate in verification.
Finally, another critical verification problem that has received little attention to date
is how to make schemes that are recoverable in the face of errors. We do not want to have
to abort and rerun an election every time a check a fails. Certain levels of detected errors
can be shown to be highly unlikely to affect the outcome, and hence can be tolerated.
Other types and patterns of error can be handled and corrected for, either post hoc or
dynamically.
Both Küsters et al. [55] and Kiayias et al. [52] model voter-initiated auditing [10]
and its implications for detection of an incorrect election result. Both definitions turn
uncertainty about voter initiated auditing into a bound on the probability of detecting
deviations of the announced election result from the truth.
Open problems:
– Can systems be designed so that the extent and diligence of checks performed
can be measured?
– Can verification checks be abstracted from the voter, either by embedding them
in other election processes or automating them?
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Secure Voting Requirements: Voter Authentication, Privacy,
Receipt-Freeness and Coercion-Resistance

This section focuses on secure voting system requirements related to authenticating the
voter and ensuring that the evidence provided for verifiability cannot be used to coerce
or bribe the voter to vote in a certain manner.
3.1 Voter Authentication
A significant challenge for election systems is the credentialing of voters to ensure that
all eligible voters, and no one else, can cast votes. This presents numerous questions:
what kinds of credentials should be used? How should they be issued? Can they be
revoked or de-activated? Are credentials good for a single election or for an extended
period? How difficult are they to share, transfer, steal, or forge? Can the ability to create
genuine-looking forgeries help prevent coercion? These questions must be answered
carefully, and until they are satisfied for remote voting, pollsite voting is the only robust
way to address these questions—and even then, in-person credentialing is subject to
forgery, distribution, and revocation concerns (for instance, the Dominican Republic
recently held a pollsite election where voters openly sold their credentials [35]). In the
U.S., there is concern that requiring in-person credentialing, in the form of voter ID,
disenfranchises legitimate voters.

Open problems:
– Is there a sufficiently secure way to distribute credentials for Internet voting?
– Is a traditional PKI sufficient to ensure eligibility for remote voting?
– How does use of a PKI change coercion assumptions?
3.2

Privacy, Receipt Freeness, and Coercion Resistance

In most security applications, privacy and confidentiality are synonymous. In elections,
however, privacy has numerous components that go well beyond typical confidentiality.
Individual privacy can be compromised by “normal” election processes such as a unanimous result. Voters may be coerced if they can produce a proof of how they voted, even
if they have to work to do so.
Privacy for votes is a means to an end: if voters don’t express their true preferences
then the election may not produce the right outcome. This section gives an overview of
increasingly strong definitions of what it means for voters to be free of coercion.
Basic Confidentiality We will take ballot privacy to mean that the election does not
leak any information about how any voter voted beyond what can be deduced from
the announced results. Confidentiality is not the only privacy requirement in elections,
but even simple confidentiality poses significant challenges. It is remarkable how many
deployed e-voting systems have been shown to lack even the most basic confidentiality
properties (e.g., [42,34,24,21,59]).
Perhaps more discouraging to basic privacy is the fact that remote voting systems
(both paper and electronic) inherently allow voters to eschew confidentiality. Because
remote systems enable voters to fill out their ballots outside a controlled environment,
anyone can watch over the voter’s shoulder while she fills out her ballot.
In an election—unlike, say, in a financial transaction—even the candidate receiving
an encrypted vote should not be able to decrypt it. Instead, an encrypted (or otherwise
shrouded) vote must remain confidential to keep votes from being directly visible to
election authorities.
Some systems, such as code voting [26] and the Norwegian and Swiss Internet voting
schemes, defend privacy against an attacker who controls the computer used for voting;
however, this relies on assumptions about the privacy and integrity of the code sheet.
Some schemes, such as JCJ/Civitas [45], obscure who has voted while providing a proof
that only eligible votes were included in the tally.
Several works [33] [55], following Benaloh [16] formalize the notion of privacy as
preventing an attacker from noticing when two parties swap their votes.
Open problems:
– Can we develop more effective, verifiable forms of assurance that vote privacy is
preserved?
– Can we build means of privacy for remote voting through computer-based systems?
Everlasting Privacy Moran and Naor expressed concern over what might happen to
encrypted votes that can still be linked to their voter’s name some decades into the future,
and hence decrypted by superior technology. They define a requirement to prevent this:

Definition 8. [60] A voting scheme has everlasting privacy if its privacy does not
depend on assumptions of cryptographic hardness.
Their solution uses perfectly hiding commitments to the votes, which are aggregated
homomorphically. Instead of privacy depending upon a cryptographic hardness assumption, it is the integrity of an election that depends upon a hardness assumption; and only
a real-time compromise of the assumption can have an impact.
Systemic Privacy Loss We generally accept that without further information, a voter is
more likely to have voted for a candidate who has received more votes, but additional
data is commonly released which can further erode voter privacy. Even if we exclude
privacy compromises, there are other privacy risks which must be managed. If voters
achieve privacy by encrypting their selections, the holders of decryption keys can view
their votes. If voters make their selections on devices out of their immediate control
(e.g. official election equipment), then it is difficult to assure them that these devices
are not retaining information that could later compromise their privacy. If voters make
their selections on their own devices, then there is an even greater risk that these devices
could be infected with malware that records (and perhaps even alters) their selections
(see, for instance, the Estonian system [82]).
Open problems:
– Are there ways to quantify systemic privacy loss?
– Can elections minimize privacy loss?
– Can elections provide verifiable integrity while minimizing privacy loss?
Receipt-freeness The problem of preventing coercion and vote-selling was considered
solved with the introduction of the Australian ballot. The process of voting privately
within a public environment where privacy can be monitored and enforced prevents
improper influence. Recent systems have complicated this notion, however. If a voting
protocol provides a receipt but is not carefully designed, the receipt can be a channel for
information to the coercive adversary.
Benaloh and Tuinstra [15] pointed out that passive privacy is insufficient for resisting
coercion in elections:
Definition 9. A voting system is receipt free if a voter is unable to prove how she voted
even if she actively colludes with a coercer and deviates from the protocol in order to try
to produce a proof.
Traditional elections may fail receipt-freeness too. In general, if a vote consists of a
long list of choices, the number of possible votes may be much larger than the number
of likely voters. This is sometimes called (a failure of) the short ballot assumption [71].
Prior to each election, coercers assign a particular voting pattern to each voter. When the
individual votes are made public, any voter who did not cast their pattern can then be
found out. This is sometimes called the Italian attack, after a once prevalent practice in
Sicily. It can be easily mitigated when a vote can be broken up, but is difficult to mitigate
in systems like IRV in which the vote is complex but must be kept together. Mitigations
are discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3.
Incoercibility has been defined and examined in the universally composable framework in the context of general multiparty computation [22,90]. These definitions examine

whether the protocol introduces additional opportunities for coercion that are not present
when the computation is performed by a trusted party. With some exceptions (such
as [5]), they usually focus on a passive notion of receipt-freeness, which is not strong
enough for voting.
Coercion Resistance Schemes can be receipt-free, but not entirely resistant to coercion.
Schemes like Prêt à Voter [74] that rely on randomization for receipt-freeness can be
susceptible to forced randomization, where a coercer forces a voter to always choose the
first choice on the ballot. Due to randomized candidate order, the resulting vote will be
randomly distributed. If a specific group of voters are coerced in this way, it can have a
disproportionate impact on the election outcome.
If voting rolls are public and voting is not mandatory, this has an effect equivalent to
forced abstention, wherein a coercer prevents the voter from voting. Schemes that rely
on credentialing are also susceptible to coercion by forced surrender of credentials.
One way to fully resist forced abstention is to obscure who voted. However, this is
difficult to reconcile with the opportunity to verify that only eligible voters have voted
(eligibility verifiability), though some schemes achieve both [41].
Moran and Naor [60] provide a strong definition of receipt freeness in which a voter
may deviate actively from the protocol in order to convince a coercer that she obeyed.
Their model accommodates forced randomization. A scheme is resistant to coercion if
the voter can always pretend to have obeyed while actually voting as she likes.
Definition 10. A voting scheme S is coercion resistant if the following holds:
There exists a strategy for a coerced voter V such that, for any strategy adopted by
the Coercer C, V is able to cast her intended vote in a manner that is indistinguishable
to C from her having followed C’s instructions.
Coercion resistance is defined in [45] to include receipt freeness and defence against
forced-randomization, forced abstention and the forced surrender of credentials. More
general definitions include [56], which incorporates all these attacks along with Moran
and Naor’s notion of a coercion resistance strategy.
Note that if the coercer can monitor the voter throughout the vote casting period,
then resistance is futile. For in-person voting, we assume that the voter is isolated from
any coercer while she is in the booth (although this is questionable in the era of mobile
phones). For remote voting, we need to assume that voters will have some time when
they can interact with the voting system (or the credential-granting system) unobserved.
More Coercion Considerations Some authors have tried to provide some protection
against coercion without achieving full coercion resistance. Caveat coercitor [39] proposes the notion of coercion evidence and allows voters to cast multiple votes using the
same credential.
Open problems:
– Can we design usable, verifiable, coercion-resistant voting for a remote setting?

4

Other Secure Voting Requirements

In this section we briefly review more general secure voting system requirements such
as usability, availability and those resulting from local election regulations.

4.1 Availability
Denial-of-Service (DoS) is an ever-present threat to elections which can be mitigated
but never fully eliminated. A simple service outage can disenfranchise voters, and the
threat of attack from foreign state-level adversaries is a pressing concern. Indeed, one of
the countries that regularly uses Internet voting, Estonia, has been subject to malicious
outages [89].
A variant of DoS specific to the context of elections is selective DoS, which presents
a fundamentally different threat than general DoS. Voting populations are rarely homogeneous, and disruption of service, for instance, in urban (or rural) areas can skew
results and potentially change election outcomes. If DoS cannot be entirely eliminated,
can service standards be prescribed so that if an outcome falls below the standards it
is vacated? Should these standards be dependent on the reported margin of victory?
What, if any, recovery methods are possible? Because elections are more vulnerable to
minor perturbations than most other settings, selective DoS is a concern which cannot
be ignored.
4.2 Usability
A voting system must be usable by voters, poll-workers, election officials, observers,
and so on. Voters who may not be computer literate—and sometimes not literate at
all—should be able to vote with very low error rates. Although some error is regarded as
inevitable, it is also critical that the interface not drive errors in a particular direction.
For instance, a list of candidates that crosses a page boundary could cause the candidates
on the second page to be missed. Whatever security mechanisms we add to the voting
process should operate without degrading usability, otherwise the resulting system will
likely be unacceptable. A full treatment of usability in voting is beyond the scope of
this paper. However, we note that E2E-V systems (and I-voting systems, even when not
E2E-V) add additional processes for voters and poll workers to follow. If verification
processes can’t be used properly by real voters, the outcome will not be properly verified.
One great advantage of statistical audits is to shift complexity from voters to auditors.
Open problems:
– How effectively can usability be integrated into the design process of a voting
system?
– How can we ensure full E2E-V, coercion resistance, etc., in a usable fashion?
4.3 Local Regulatory Requirements
A variety of other mechanical requirements are often imposed by legal requirements that
vary among jurisdictions. For example:
– Allowing voters to “write-in” vote for a candidate not listed on the ballot.
– Mandating the use of paper ballots (in some states without unique identifying marks
or serial numbers; in other states requiring such marks)
– Mandating the use of certain social choice functions (see section on Complex
Election Methods below).
– Supporting absentee voting.
– Requiring or forbidding that “ballot rotation” be used (listing the candidates in
different orders in different jurisdictions).

– Requiring that voting equipment be certified under government guidelines.
Newer electronic and I-voting systems raise important policy challenges for realworld adoption. For example, in STAR-Vote [7], there will be multiple copies of every
vote record: mostly electronic records, but also paper records. There may be instances
where one is damaged or destroyed and the other is all that remains. When laws speak
to retention of “the ballot”, that term is no longer well-defined. Such requirements may
need to be adapted to newer voting systems.
Complex Election Methods Many countries allow voters to select, score, or rank
candidates or parties. Votes can then be tallied in a variety of complex ways [19,76].
None of the requirements for privacy, coercion-resistance, or the provision of verifiable
evidence change. However, many tools that achieve these properties for traditional
”first-past-the-post” elections need to be redesigned.
An election method might be complex at the voting or the tallying end. For example,
party-list methods such as D’Hondt and Sainte-Laguë have simple voting, in which
voters select their candidate or party, but complex proportional seat allocation. Borda,
Range Voting, and Approval Voting allow votes to be quite expressive but are simple to
tally by addition. Condorcet’s method and related functions [80,88] can be arbitrarily
complex, as they can combine with any social choice function. Instant Runoff Voting
(IRV) and the Single Transferable Vote (STV) are both expressive and complicated to
tally. This makes for several challenges.
Open problems:
– Which methods for cast-as-intended verification (e.g. code voting [26]) work for
complex voting schemes?
– How do Risk-limiting audits apply to complex schemes? (See Section 5.2)
– How can complex ballots mitigate failures of the short ballot assumption [71]?
– Can we achieve everlasting privacy for complex elections?

5

How can we secure voting?

The goal of this section is to provide a state-of-the-art picture of current solutions to
voting problems and ongoing voting research, to motivate further work on open problems,
and to define clear directions both in research and election policy.
5.1 The Role of Paper and Ceremonies
Following security problems with direct-recording electronic voting systems (DREs)
noted in [59,21,34,92] and others, many parts of the USA returned to the use of paper
ballots. If secure custody of the paper ballots is assumed, paper provides durable evidence
required to determine the correctness of the election outcome. For this reason, when
humans vote from untrusted computers, cryptographic voting system specifications often
use paper for security, included in the notions of dispute-freeness, dispute resolution,
collection accountability and accountability [54] (all as defined in Section 2).
Note that the standard approach to dispute resolution, based on non-repudiation,
cannot be applied to the voting problem in the standard fashion, because the human voter
does not have the ability to check digital signatures or digitally sign the vote (or other
messages that may be part of the protocol) unassisted.

Dispute-freeness or accountability are often achieved in a polling place through
the use of cast paper ballots, and the evidence of their chain of custody (e.g., wet-ink
signatures). Paper provides an interface for data entry for the voter—not simply to
enter the vote, but also to enter other messages that the protocol might require—and
data on unforgeable paper serves many of the purposes of digitally signed data. Thus,
for example, when a voter marks a Prêt à Voter [74] or Scantegrity [27] ballot, she is
providing an instruction that the voting system cannot pretend was something else. The
resulting vote encryption has been physically committed to by the voting system—by
the mere act of printing the ballot—before the voter “casts” her vote.
Physical ceremony, such as can be witnessed while the election is ongoing, also
supports verifiable cryptographic election protocols (see Section 5.3). Such ceremonies
include the verification of voter credentials, any generation of randomness if required
for the choice between cast and audit, any vote-encryption-verification performed by
election officials, etc.
The key aspect of these ceremonies is the chance for observers to see that they are
properly conducted.
Open problems:
– Can we achieve dispute-resolution or -freeness without the use of paper and
physical ceremony?
5.2 Statistics and Auditing
Two types of Risk Limiting Audits have been devised: ballot polling and comparison
[57,12,83]. Both types continue to examine random samples of ballots until either there is
strong statistical evidence that the outcome is correct, or until there has been a complete
manual tally. “Strong statistical evidence” means that the p-value of the hypothesis that
the outcome is incorrect is at most α, within tolerable risk.
Both methods rely on the existence of a ballot manifest that describes how the audit
trail is stored. Selecting the random sample can include a public ceremony in which
observers contribute by rolling dice to seed a PRNG [31].
Ballot-polling audits examine random samples of individual ballots. They demand
almost nothing of the voting technology other than the reported outcome. When the
reported outcome is correct, the expected number of ballots a ballot-polling audit inspects
is approximately quadratic in the reciprocal of the (true) margin of victory, resulting in
large expected sample sizes for small margins.
Comparison audits compare reported results for randomly selected subsets of ballots
to manual tallies of those ballots. Comparison audits require the voting system to commit
to tallies of subsets of ballots (“clusters”) corresponding to identifiable physical subsets
of the audit trail. Comparison audits have two parts: confirm that the outcome computed
from the commitment matches the reported outcome, and check the accuracy of randomly
selected clusters by manually inspecting the corresponding subsets of the audit trail.
When the reported cluster tallies are correct, the number of clusters a comparison audit
inspects is approximately linear in the reciprocal of the reported margin. The efficiency
of comparison audits also depends approximately linearly on the size of the clusters.
Efficiency is highest for clusters consisting of individual ballots: individual cast vote
records. To audit at the level of individual ballots requires the voting system to commit

to the interpretation of each ballot in a way that is linked to the corresponding element
of the audit trail.
In addition to RLAs, auditing methods have been proposed with Bayesian [70] or
heuristic [69] justifications.
All post-election audits implicitly assume that the audit trail is adequately complete
and accurate that a full manual count would reflect the correct contest outcome. Compliance audits are designed to determine whether there is convincing evidence that the audit
trail was curated well, by checking ballot accounting, registration records, pollbooks,
election procedures, physical security of the audit trail, chain of custody logs, and so
on. Evidence-based elections [86] combine compliance audits and risk-limiting audits to
determine whether the audit trail is adequately accurate, and if so, whether the reported
outcome is correct. If there is not convincing evidence that the audit trail is adequately
accurate and complete, there cannot be convincing evidence that the outcome is correct.
Audits in Complex Elections Generally, in traditional and complex elections, whenever
an election margin is known and the infrastructure for a comparison audit is available, it
is possible to conduct a rigorous risk-limiting comparison audit. This motivates many
works on practical margin computation for IRV [58,25,79,18].
However, such an audit for a complex election may not be efficient, which motivates the extension of Stark’s sharper discrepancy measure to D’Hondt and related
schemes [85]. For Schulze and some related schemes, neither efficient margin computation nor any other form of RLA is known (see [43]); a Bayesian audit [70,28] may
nonetheless be used when one is able to specify suitable priors.
Open problems:
– Can comparison audits for complex ballots be performed without exposing voters
to “Italian” attacks?
– Can risk-limiting or other sound statistical audits be developed for systems too
complex to compute margins efficiently?
– Can the notion of RLAs be extended to situations where physical evidence is not
available (i.e. Internet voting)?
5.3

Cryptographic Tools and Designs

Major Approaches to Voting Cryptography Typically E2E-V involves providing
each voter with a protected receipt—an encrypted or encoded version of their vote—at
the time the vote is cast. The voter can later use her receipt to check whether her vote is
included correctly in the tabulation process. Furthermore, given the set of encrypted votes
(as well as other relevant information, like the public keys), the tabulation is universally
verifiable: anyone can check whether it is correct. To achieve this, most E2E-V systems
rely on a public bulletin board, where the set of encrypted ballots is published in an
append-only fashion.
The votes can then be turned into a tally in one of two main ways. Homomorphic
encryption schemes [30,16] allow the tally to be produced on encrypted votes. Verifiable
shuffling transforms a list of encrypted votes into a shuffled list that can be decrypted
without the input votes being linked to the (decrypted) output. There are efficient ways
to prove that the input list exactly matches the output [77,63,87,6,40].

Techniques for Cast-as-Intended Verification How can a voter verify that her cast
vote is the one she wanted? Code Voting, first introduced by Chaum [26], gives each
voter a sheet of codes for each candidate. Assuming the code sheet is valid, the voter can
cast a vote on an untrusted machine by entering the code corresponding to her chosen
candidate and waiting to receive the correct confirmation code. Modern interpretations
of code voting include [93,44,73].
The alternative is to ask the machine to encrypt a vote directly, but verify that it does
so correctly. Benaloh [9] developed a simple protocol to enable vote encryption on an
untrusted voting machine. A voter uses a voting machine to encrypt any number of votes,
and casts only one of these encrypted votes. All the other votes may be “audited” by the
voter. If the encryption is audited, the voting system provides a proof that it encrypted
the vote correctly, and the proof is public. The corresponding ballot cannot be cast as the
correspondence between the encryption and the ballot is now public, and the vote is no
longer secret. Voters take home receipts corresponding to the encryptions of their cast
ballots as well as any ballots that are to be audited. They may check the presence of these
on a bulletin board, and the correctness proofs of the audited encryptions using software
obtained from any of several sources. However, even the most diligent voters need only
check that their receipts match the public record and that any ballots selected for audit
display correct candidate selections. The correctness proofs are part of the public record
that can be verified by any individual or observer that is verifying correct tallying.
A rigorous understanding of E2E-V protocols In addition to the work of Adida on
assisted-human interactive proofs (AHIPs, see [1]), there has been some work on a
rigorous understanding of one or more properties of single protocols, including the work
of Moran and Naor [62,61] and Küsters et al. [54].
There have also been formalizations of voting protocols with human participants,
such as by Moran and Naor [61] (for a polling protocol using tamper-evident seals on
envelopes) and Kiayias et al. [51]. However, there is no one model that is sufficient for
the rigorous understanding of the prominent protocols used/proposed for use in real
elections. The absence of proofs has led to the overlooking of vulnerabilities in the
protocols in the past, see [47,49,48,38].
Many systems use a combination of paper, cryptography, and auditing to achieve
E2E-V in the polling place, including Markpledge [64,3], Moran and Naor’s scheme [60],
Prêt à Voter [74], Scantegrity II [23], Wombat [72,8], STAR-Vote [7] and Demos [52].
Their properties are summarised more thoroughly in the following section.
The cryptographic literature has numerous constructions of end-to-end verifiable
election schemes (e.g., [36,65,74,23,71,64,72,78,7,44]). There are also various detailed
descriptions of what it means to verify the correctness of the output of E2E-V systems
(e.g., [52,15,60]). Others have attempted to define alternative forms of the E2E-V properties [66,32,54]. There are also less technical explanations of E2E-V intended for voters
and election officials [14,91].
Open problems:
– Can we develop a rigorous model for human participants and the use of paper and
ceremonies in cryptographic voting protocols?
– Can we examine rigorously the combination of statistical and cryptographic
methods for election verification?

Techniques for Coercion Resistance Some simple approaches to coercion resistance
have been suggested in the literature. These include allowing multiple votes with only
the last counting and allowing in-person voting to override remotely cast votes (both
used in Estonian, Norwegian, and Utah elections [82,37,17]). It is not clear that this
mitigates coercion at all. Alarm codes can also be provided to voters: seemingly real
but actually fake election credentials, along with the ability for voters to create their
own fake credentials. Any such approach can be considered a partial solution at best,
particularly given the usability challenges.
One voting system, Civitas [29], based on a protocol by Juels, Catalano and Jakobsson [45], allows voters to vote with fake credentials to lead the coercive adversary
into believing the desired vote was cast. Note that the protocol must enable universal
verification of the tally from a list of votes cast with both genuine and fake credentials,
proving to the verifier that only the ones with genuine credentials were tallied, without
identifying which ones they were.
Open problems:
– Can we develop cryptographic techniques that provide fully coercion resistant
remote voting?
Cryptographic Solutions in Complex Elections Cast-as-intended verification based
on creating and then challenging a vote works regardless of the scheme (e.g. Benaloh
challenges). Cut-and-choose based schemes such as Prêt à Voter and Scantegrity II need
to be modified to work.
Both uses of end-to-end verifiable voting schemes in government elections, the
Takoma Park run of Scantegrity II and the Victorian run of Prêt à Voter, used IRV (and
one used STV). Verifiable IRV/STV counting that doesn’t expose individual votes to the
Italian attack has been considered [13], but may not be efficient enough for use in large
elections in practice, and was not employed in either practical implementation.
Open problems:
– Is usable cast-as-intended verification for complex voting methods possible?
Table 1 summarizes how the various election systems satisfy the defintions given in
Sections 2, 3, and 4.

6

A Look Ahead

Voting has always used available technology, whether pebbles dropped in an urn or
marked paper put in a ballot box; it now uses computers, networks, and cryptography.
The core requirement, to provide public evidence of the right result from secret ballots,
hasn’t changed in 2500 years.
Computers can improve convenience and accessibility over plain paper and manual
counting. In the polling place there are good solutions, including Risk Limiting Audits
and end-to-end verifiable systems. These must be more widely deployed and their options
for verifying the election result must actually be used.
Many of the open problems described in this paper—usable and accessible voting
systems, dispute resolution, incoercibility—come together in the challenge of a remote
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Used in small trial elections
Pending deployment
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Absentee voting only
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7
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With sufficient auditing
Receipts sent by email
Temporary email receipt
Queryable (phone system)
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13
14

Enhanced with pre- and
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Table 1: Applying our threat model to fielded and proposed voting schemes — Note
that certain features like credentialing and availability are excluded, as these factors
impact all systems in roughly equivalent ways. The Utah system has not been made
available for rigorous security analysis, and is excluded.

voting system that is verifiable and usable without supervision. The open problem
of a system specification that (a) does not use any paper at all and (b) is based on a
simple procedure for voters and poll workers, will motivate researchers for a long time.
Perhaps a better goal is a hybrid system combining paper evidence with some auditing
or cryptographic verification.
Research in voting brings together knowledge in many fields—cryptography, systems
security, statistics, usability and accessibility, software verification, elections, law and
policy to name a few—to address a critical real-world problem.
The peaceful transfer of power depends on confidence in the electoral process. That
confidence should not automatically be given to any outcome that seems plausible—it
must be earned by producing evidence that the election result is what the people chose.
Insisting on evidence reduces the opportunities for fraud, hence bringing greater security
to citizens the world over.
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